
Practice checklist: Future
Follow the links below 

for further advice

Sit down with your team and brainstorm the positives from the change in 

working practices that have been forced by the pandemic, some of which 
may potentially continue to benefit the practice going forwards.

Revisit the ‘Practice checklist: Now’ and make changes as appropriate to 

any actions you made during the lockdown. Without a considered 
approach it could be easy to overlook something.

Practice checklist: 
Now

Revisit your budgets and projections.

Closely monitor KPIs, e.g. 

▪ Turnover per vet

▪ Initial to follow up consult ratios (if small animal)

▪ Visit volumes (if equine or farm)

▪ Average transaction values and transaction volumes by different income streams by team   
member v practice average

▪ Fee to drug ratio

▪ Diagnostic income v total

▪ Etc.

Contact all clients to let them know that you are fully (or if not fully, then 
to what extent) back up and running. 

Tailor the contact to clients where routine care has been put on 

hold. Hopefully a good amount of turnover will simply be deferred as 
opposed to lost forever.

Practical 

suggestions

Refresh your marketing plan so it is ready to roll (of course what is possible and how quickly 

will be led by practice cash flow to some degree as we come out of COVID-19). 
Considerations may include:

▪ Refreshing/updating your online presence including details of any new or changes to services.

▪ Consider a rolling 6 month special offer programme, say 1 (or more) each month, e.g. dental 
month etc.

▪ Whilst it is a clinical matter and not our direct area of expertise, the veterinary media frequently 
report that poor dental health is prevalent in animals. Review your strategy in being proactive with 
dental health.

▪ Capturing details of practice offers online and send with vaccine reminders.

▪ Advertise your transparency on pricing including but not limited to provision of estimates.

▪ Review advertising strategy, e.g. buses & bus stops, roundabouts, billboards, newspapers, 

magazines, shows, online etc.

▪ Refresh your new client packs whether electronic and/or in hard copy.

▪ Encourage regular check-ups/visits, e.g. every 6 months for proactive healthcare management.

▪ Maximise the benefit of your nursing team, e.g. nurse clinics.

▪ Reinvigorate your refer a friend/client scheme.

▪ Look at other practices marketing campaigns.

▪ Ensure clear visibility of practice signage including being well lit.

Have a colour coding system (red, amber, green) for key clinical health 

areas, e.g. dental, obesity, mobility etc and track this to your vet 
system. Use your vet system to target your marketing to those animals 
with orange and red ratings which have not been reseen.
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Practice checklist: Future
Follow the links below 

for further advice

Encourage close communication with e.g. local charities, groomers, 
trainers, kennels, farriers etc.

Compare/monitor telephone call to booking conversion rates pre and post 

COVID-19 and ensure existing phone lines and call answering resource 
is sufficient for call volumes. Call volumes may increase quickly post 
COVID-19.

Review practice opening and consulting/visiting hours. Clients may find it 

more helpful to have greater flexibility on times, particularly if lockdown 
restrictions are lifted gradually.

Practical 

suggestions

Consider keeping shop around prices relatively keen to encourage 
footfall.

Ensure other professional fees are reviewed against benchmarks.

Consider a vaccine amnesty.

Consider holding a practice open day.

nb The above should take into account government guidelines (including but not limited to social 

distancing) and RCVS and BVA guidelines.
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